
PSHE Safe Media Year 7 
You can use these clips to support your learning in PSHE/ RSE. Just Google 

‘BBC Class Clips’ and the title of the clip you want to watch. Remember if you have any 

questions about the issues in the clips or need to talk there are lots of people who can 

help. Why not watch these clips with an adult at home to show them what you’re thinking 

about, or speak to an adult you trust at school. 
 
 When I worry about things 

A collection of short animated films that use powerful 

personal testimony to explore mental health issues 

from the perspective of young people. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I can’t go to school today 

A collection of powerful short films where children explain, in 
their own words, what it is like to live with various illnesses and 
allergies. 
 

 
Ask Lara 

Animated drama series for 9-13 year- olds following the 

journey of Lara and her  friends as they try to negotiate 

the physical and emotional changes of puberty such as 

acne, first dates, periods  and friendships. 

 

 

Seeking Refuge 
Five animated stories giving a unique insight into the lives of 
young people who have sought refuge in the UK, told by the 
children themselves 

 
Financial Literacy 

Steph McGovern breaks down some key areas of study 

for the topic of financial literacy.  

These four short films will provide secondary students with 

a good understanding of credit, debt, pensions and how 

interest and taxation works. 

 



PSHE Safe Media Year 8 
You can use these clips to support your learning in PSHE/ RSE. Just Google 

‘BBC Class Clips’ and the title of the clip you want to watch. Remember if you have any 

questions about the issues in the clips or need to talk there are lots of people who can 

help. Why not watch these clips with an adult at home to show them what you’re thinking 

about, or speak to an adult you trust at school. 

 

 

Your Body, Your Image 

A series of films that busts body image myths and investigates 

the commercialisation of body image ideals, promoting debate in 

the classroom. 

 

 

 
 Stephen Lawrence: The murder that changed a nation 

Stuart Lawrence, former secondary school teacher and younger 

brother of Stephen Lawrence, introduces three short films to 

teachers with these personal thoughts about his   brother’s death 

and its impact on British society. 

 
 

 

 

Children at Work 

Two hundred million children around the world go to work every 

day. Children at work explores the lives of these children and their 

experiences. 

 

  
Drinks and Drugs: My Story 
The science of how alcohol and other drugs affect the body is explored 
through eight real-life stories, highlighting how behaviour can change 
dramatically as a result of drinking alcohol or taking drugs. 
 
 
 

 

The World, My Stuff and Me 

Five short films explore the secret life of a teenager's stuff - 

relating global consumer and economic issues to their everyday 

things. 

 

 



PSHE Safe Media Year 9 
You can use these clips to support your learning in PSHE/ RSE. Just Google 

‘BBC Class Clips’ and the title of the clip you want to watch. Remember if you have any 

questions about the issues in the clips or need to talk there are lots of people who can 

help. Why not watch these clips with an adult at home to show them what you’re thinking 

about, or speak to an adult you trust at school. 

 

 

L8R Youngers 3 

This series explores risks and causes of alcohol abuse, the impact 

and stigma of poverty, sexuality and the pressure to have sex for 

both boys and girls, as well as sexting and the impact of social 

media. 

 

 

 

 

Online Grooming 

A series of clips from the BBC Three docudrama, ‘Murder Games: 

The Life and Death of Breck Brednar’. These clips tell the true 

story of Breck Bednar, a 14-year-old boy who was lured to his 

death after being groomed online. 

 
 

 

 

Young Legal Eagles 

Explores the British legal system in a new way. Young people from 

UK state schools take on the role of barrister, defendant, witness, 

jury, court reporter and court artist. 

 
 
 

 

Body Matters 
A series of observational documentaries looking at the physiological and 
psychological changes that happen to young people as they strive to alter 
their appearance. We hear from a series of individuals with their own 
personal stories and experiences in order to explore the physiological 
and psychological changes. 
 
 

 

Welcome to the World 

A series of films that explore the lottery of birth. We take a look 

into how one’s birthplace determines the likelihood of mother 

and baby surviving birth and what opportunities one may have 

later in life. 

 

 



PSHE Safe Media Year 10 
You can use these clips to support your learning in PSHE/ RSE. Just Google 

‘BBC Class Clips’ and the title of the clip you want to watch. Remember if you have any 

questions about the issues in the clips or need to talk there are lots of people who can 

help. Why not watch these clips with an adult at home to show them what you’re thinking 

about, or speak to an adult you trust at school. 

 

 

Beaten by my Boyfriend 

Stacey Dooley goes behind closed doors and speaks to the now 

younger faces of domestic violence. She questions victims and 

abusers to try and understand how deep the issues surrounding 

domestic abuse are for those who have survived and those 

currently experiencing the abuse. 

 

  

Mini on a mission: Sex Ed 

Mini takes seven teenagers aged 14-156 from across Britain on 

an eye opening, fact-finding, week-long trip of a lifetime to the 

Netherlands. 

 
 

 

Coping 

In these powerful clips, five young people talk to Aled Haydn Jones 

from Radio 1's The Surgery to share their problems. The radio show is 

staged, but the callers are real and so are their stories. This series 

offers case studies of problems relevant to young people from 

anorexia to depression, OCD and self-harm. 

 

  

The Glasgow Girls Stories 

In 2005, the lives of seven 15-year-old schoolgirls from Drumchapel High 
School in Glasgow changed forever when one of them, Agnesa Mursulaj, 
was removed in a dawn raid carried out by UK immigration authorities. 
 
 

 

Would I help a stranger in distress? 

The murder of Kitty Genovese in 1964 has sparked research 

into what might influence our actions when we see a stranger 

in distress. 

 

 



PSHE Safe Media Year 11 
You can use these clips to support your learning in PSHE/ RSE. Just Google 

‘BBC Class Clips’ and the title of the clip you want to watch. Remember if you have any 

questions about the issues in the clips or need to talk there are lots of people who can 

help. Why not watch these clips with an adult at home to show them what you’re thinking 

about, or speak to an adult you trust at school. 

 
 

 

Apprentice for the Day 

This dynamic series of seven short films follows a group 

of teenagers as they try out being an apprentice for the 

day in a variety of different jobs everything from a 

hairdresser to a dental nurse. 

 

 

 

How does the Government work? 

A series of short animation films offering an overview of 

British law and the founding of the British constitution. 

 
 

 

Financial Literacy 

These four short films will provide secondary students 

with a good understanding of credit, debt, pensions 

and how interest and taxation works. 

 

 

Football, Prince William and Our Mental Health 

This series comprises six short films that focus on mental 
health. In each film we hear from a different person who 
discusses how their mental health has been affected in 
different ways and how they look after their mental 
wellbeing. 
 
 

 


